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The great wing breaks on the bell of The back
Its slope an arch, an undulation softly
modeled in shadow. Chiaroscuro
curves the shoulder symmetrical
ribs the chin, the open head crumbled
thoughts, its gentle down-turn lip hints
a smile, echoes a blade, a vertebrae, the hip
a hill in reverse, a feather floats breath- from
the broken face as black scraps fine dustplush the painted planks of the floor
A tuft of hair tucked away, a text, a texture
of feels, the head reflects unseeing, an in complete
ness, a glassy black mass, its dark dream shining
with patterned paper torn away in tiny triangles.

A gazelle horn leaks Light writhes,
into wrinkled flutters, flowers
a shell, a fossil; as velvet fold
slope, a blur claws carpet.
The empty ear, horn-tipped, ribs
the flame of the face, the profilefades light the mouth, the arc
of the nose, the hair. A thick tangle
snakes the nape of the neck, waters
reflected cross the taut skin. The heart
hidden below the shoulder bends
the back, the arm beneath the bowl.

Against a screen scroll two
ghost figures, their Faint fade
a triangle. A tame gray, They lean
to, breathe through the same mouth their
identity tentative, identical: an androgyne
an angle. In sharp relief the open head
stands, its pedestal bent on reflection;
An erosion of sight and smell (thinking
them), a vision. Its smile falls full on
the face below, its alter-image. arches’
reaching to touch their top over-turned, trim,
shoulders, trip haunches. Clips curved thighs
break the page of light, a picture-puzzle
a paper shaped in shadow.

A blurred light-curve bends, breaks,
facing down. The neck sends nose into knee,
the eye line sweeps the calf round, The
down thrust ankle arcs foot on foot, its
double plunging til glass cracks
The echo arm open, it bleeds at the
tip, transparent where it touch’s
a swell, a spiral circling in, small
where it stops: a nautilus, a secret:oor,
a center: The whole a bubble, the left leg
lame, a tail turned up into ruffles, rich black
folds fill the frame, enfolding a blur.

A lunar spill, a deep grAy beam’s
the black, a v. Lightning as darkening
divides the space breaks, a punctuation
a figure illuminate, split at the waist, lies
in transparent recline. Its angled face
tilts, watches as time, stretches, reaches,
stringing the neck’s tiny spheres. each
echoes a curve, the shoulder, breast-,
a hip. The l an elbow. The swell
of the lip (twice). Shadow line
the slender wire. It snakes the squeezing
hand-held bulb as flash x -es the
eye the moon’s broken edge reflects.

In soot, sun snags the brow, cheek, The Rib
of the chin. The face bathed black fades
back to itself. Flat shadows rise the wall,
their eyes dim, their sight forks dark
like cracks. The profiled image-thin
(the breast’s round swells The abdomen’s
curve, a broken bird) bends, its
end obscured. Its angled frame-aimed
down pours into itself again. joined,
at the hip, its shard twin falls, her
head hidden over the dual bellof the chest, its half splashed
with broken light. The upper wrist,
fist clenched, thread suspended. at the side.

A paper tier, torn, etches Flesh, sets
off the scent of the wall. Its rough edge
soft, an end unspoken, meshes to thin
grained skin. Aloft, a mottled surface
shapes, nascent, emergent, brakes
into form, swells up in bulbs, pricks
at the tip. Its shadow arcs crumpled
covers, echoes an arm overhead:
bent at the wrist, a clutch of fingers, feels
of hair. A bloom tufts left of the neck,
its indent black, an opiate, an orients.

The leg’s line plunges a gentle arc.
Its thin tip slopes the thigh’s wide Edgea volume modeled, a light cone caught
on the curve of the spine. The dual hill,
its shaded incline evident, forms an indent,
a ridge running crease down the flat
of the back. The upper body twists
slack, spins round; the column
an angle, the r of the arm an l, a v veering
to wrist. The mute plane of the face
its soft features’ framed gaze vacant
aims the blank rim of the page.

The latent swirl of The page
its eddies twist in tight, curves,
a fixed flow supposing inner ending
dips to shadow. The subject hidden,
bending its simple form: the nose bridge
slopes to chin curve, the bright of
the neck, a single swell, a lobe,
a breast, its tip dim trapped dark,
rich, black, layed with light The broken
pattern, a fracture gathered together:
an abstract, an element splitting
the image it echoes with runic intent.

The cool breath of sheet Beneath
the back, a shadow, its lack of indolence
singes the simple ,mage. the chin in triplicate mimics rotation, its upper echo shade,
its mid-face modeled, traced with light.
A tongue of hair whisks right, a bush
the brush a dull blade breaks;
The double head, its split-side
down to profile, blushes a stroke
of light, (Sleep’s gleaming, triangle
rushes wide, a pin at the tip, penetrates
the nape of the neck, the lip, a sinew its
curve reflects, the dark snake. of dream.)

The sand and angled wire Framethe thin-tipped image. spent slender
symbols, the whole aglow in woodgrain as light folds’ floor ruffles rib
the bare under-arch of the foot. Bright,
the calf back sweeps up into knee,
then fades round dark shade, joining
ball to bone-rise in arrows. the headface flame tip drifts down lines’, their
edge lit, lilt in cold arabesques, flitto the floor the crumpled curve’s rhym-e,
echo the orb gleaming in spots, shine.

The outline’s sudden swell Round
fell back. Bright deeps to black strides,
remote. Saddled with light, the abdomen,’s
curve-rise seeps up, swerves its incise arms
outright, away from the breast ends’ necksplit face. Its immediate opposite replicate,
thoughts blank, a phase of two, its crease: in
place as ideas streak between the column’s
ivory, their trajectory mean thread-dark
A broken dream piece, the mirrorcontours thick lined shore a seam.

The black tear blank, Its irregular
linear sweeps to thigh. thin, its line
shadows arm at elbow, lifts the tip
of the breast, a blur bound. round
cones curve to chest, their form-swell left dark, raise the throat
base, abreviate. Punctuate the u
of the chin, the reverse j of jaw- as
it joins to thought space at lobe.
A light, slow strobe spills face’,
its forward gaze, eyes bright,
pale patterns’ swill glaze drips down,
breaks the image open-sign in strips.

The dream gong splash Blurs bl-ack
a sending shudder rends. smooth, surface
ends the elbows bent. Their inner auras
open, indent the dark shards depth,
sense its whirl, a simple singed
circumference. Spins round light
drips down slivers slide to shine.
A bright paper line whisps thin
like smoke. Its gentle curve- intense,
evokes the bone from body glow:
a silver sheen, its edge, ambiguous
gleam, glints to rush wide, spreads
to size a thigh hidden abdomen neckrise to chin lips bridge like eyes.

A cage slopes up into Curve, a reed
gone dim, a bird arc edging its trajectory.
Thin (a simple sweep), the arm of the y
veers right, its sister stroke mirrors, alight,
bleeds to black, slides back to column
height, its center slack. Below a volume
modeled body-like bends. Its back
the bowl a b fades slips merge’s
deep plunge into shade, creep
grips at the knee the thigh swell
breaks. Freed at hip, its twin risen
dual vision in different. devotion.

